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Features Key:

Stick to "Anime Final Season" and "Animation of the Soul" themes
Impressive battle system with 5 different stages, a lot of new weapons and skins
Exchangeable weapon types
Item obtaining function: weapon enhancement, weapon equipment, power-up and weapon
skill cultivation
Simple system to examine each weapon's difference
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Evolve into a new form for the first time - laser cannon equipped wings that can shoot farce
bullets and lay them out in rows
Special mission "Wings of Love" as a host, you can participate in various events in the game
by flying next to another or passing your weapon's proVERY Powerful! Extraordinary!-sekka
to a farce!
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What's new in FAIRY TAIL: Ichiya's Costume Quot;Anime Final
Season Quot;:

The initial installment of the "Anime Final Season" took
place when Sargo decided he would enter into the realm of
"Sailor Moon". Unfortunately, he mistook a figure of a girl
as a figure of a boy, and he was punished to the point of
death. In the second chapter, this heroine, Ichiya, finds
herself on the battlefield, in the midst of the war. She
checks herself out to find that her body has been altered
into that of a male. She couldn’t understand why she had
become a male until she encountered Sargo. She doesn’t
remember her parents or any of her past life. Without a
clue as to why she had become male, all that Ichiya could
do was endure a painful living as the boy Ichiya. She had
no choice but to act with the role of the male Ichiya, even
at the risk of death. This is also the story of the male
Ichiya in the sense that, as the time passed and the war
worsened, things would get worse and worse for him. At
first, even the male Ichiya was baffled as to why he had
been made into a man and what his future was going to be
like. However, he discovered that he could in fact use his
new form and became more useful in battle, since he
didn’t need to cry over every little thing like he used to.
While it was difficult living a life as a male, Ichiya was
grateful to him for taking care of her. Because of Sargo,
she was able to survive and went on to live a normal life.
SHOP: Gloves &apos;Tsuyune&apos; &apos;Gemma&apos;
&apos;Sailor Moon&apos; Alternate Members As for the
figure, the claw gloves represent her splendor as the
"Sailor Moon" equivalent to be a gorgeous goddess. On the
other hand, the talisman and heart tattoos represent the
true love she had for a certain person. Emphasizing this is
the clear lines, which signify true love. The rosy gem
represents the essence of the mystery of true love.
Besides this, I also want to emphasize the vibrant colors
for her character, so
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How To Crack FAIRY TAIL: Ichiya's Costume Quot;Anime Final
Season Quot;:

Prevention Before Downloading F.TAI: Clickhere to activate
your script and/or to register a new script
Location
Password
Enable Script
Are You Still a Child Online?
Join This Site

Requirements

Recommended OS: Windows XP or Vista, or Ubuntu 10.4 or
11.10
Processor: 1 GHz processor or above
Memory (RAM): 2 MB or above
Hard Disk: About 300 MB free space

INSTALL NOTES

When it’s installing, it will offer you to install below:
Accessories – The package includes the game content,
English subtitles and other resources
Drivers – The package includes the necessary drivers
to play game
Game file – The game executable file
Setup file – It contains the game settingsNote: You will have to choose Accessories and Game file

Download Game

Open the downloaded folder after the installation
Copy and paste the FAIRY TAIL: Ichiya's Costume "Anime
Final Season" folder to  “\program files(x86)”\turbotuning
\bassatsu\bassatch\game folder
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